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The existence of an infinite sequence of scattering frequencies for the equation 
q u+qu=o 
is established, where q is a real valued potential which may assume negative values. 
This result generalizes some of the results obtained by Lax and Phillips in Comm. 
Pure Appl. Math. 22 (1969). 737-187. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we study scattering frequencies for the wave equation 
perturbed by a compactly supported potential 
q u + qu = U,, -du+qu=O. (1.1) 
We assume the number H of space dimensions is odd, n > 3. 
The term “scattering frequency” was introduced by Cooper and Strauss in 
their study of wave propagation in the exterior of a moving obstacle (see. 
e.g., [ 1 I). A complex number u is a scattering frequency if there exists an 
outgoing solution of (1.1) of the form e i”f~(~), where o f 0. Every finite 
* Work done while the authors were visiting the Department of Mathematics of Brown 
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energy solution of (1.1) is locally and asymptotically a superposition of such 
simple solutions. In other words, the determination of all scattering 
frequencies gives detailed information on the asymptotic behavior of the 
solutions of (1.1). 
A powerful machinery for dealing with these and related objects, was 
developed by Lax and Phillips in [5,6]. Fundamental among the tools used 
by these authors are the local evolution semigroup {Z(f)} and the scattering 
“matrix.” Using these concepts, the precise definition of scattering frequency 
is a complex number u such that ia is an eigenvalue of the generator of 
W>}. In 151, L ax and Phillips proved that, equivalently, u is a scattering 
frequencies iff u is a pole of the scattering matrix or iff 5 is a zero of the 
scattering matrix. It is this last characterization which Lax and Phillips used 
in [6] to study the distribution of scattering frequencies of the form iz, 5 > 0 
(corresponding to purely decaying modes). For the wave equation in an 
exterior domain whose complement has nonempty interior and for Eq. (1.1) 
with q # 0 and nonnegative, they establish the existence of an infinite number 
of such frequencies. 
We use the ideas and the approach of [6], but we make a much more 
detailed analysis of the operators involved; it is in this analysis that our 
methods differ most from the methods used by Lax and Phillips. The 
analysis as such, while lengthy, is quite elementary. With some modifications 
it applies also to the obstacle case but, since we have nothing to add in this 
case to the results of Lax and Phillips, we concentrate on the case of a 
potential. We prove that, if q is not too negative, then Eq. (1.1) has an 
infinite sequence of scattering frequencies corresponding to purely decaying 
modes. A typical q to which our results apply is one of the form q = 
q+ -q-, where q’, q- >o, suppq’c (xl Ix-al<r}, suppq- G {xIr< 
Ix--a] < p), for some a E R”, 0 < r < p and such that qp is small in a 
suitable sense. 
A brief description of the Lax-Phillips approach is as follows. For r > 0, 
consider the operators K, = (-1)(“+‘)‘2(9(-i~) - I)L in L2 of the unit 
sphere of R”, where Y(e) is the scattering matrix and L: a(w) + a(-~). 
These operators are seen to be self-adjoint, strictly positive, compact and to 
depend monotonically on the potential (or obstacle). It then becomes an 
essentially algebraic fact to prove that (-l)cn+‘)‘2(~(-ir) - 1) and 
fii Lfi, have, for each r > 0, the same eigenvalues and that the absolute 
values of these eigenvalues depend monotonically on the potential (or 
obstacle). Since 6 L fi are self-adjoint compact for each r > 0, their 
eigenvalues can be studied using the max-min principle and, by 
monotonicity, it suffices to consider a “base” potential (or obstacle) to reach 
conclusions about the distribution of the eigenvalues for all larger potentials 
(or obstacles). The existence of an infinite sequence of r’s for which 
fi LdGi, hence (-l)(“+l)‘*(Y(-it) - 1) has (-l)(“~“/* as an eigenvalue 
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is then not hard to establish, for each such r, -ir is a zero of .? (.); it is a 
scattering frequency. The positivity of the K,'S is an essential ingredient of 
this approach. Proving it is fairly straightforward in the case of an obstacle 
or a nonnegative potential; it is also not hard to see that it cannot hold if the 
potential is too negative. We use even potentials as our “base” potentials and 
prove a necessary and sufftcient condition under which K, has a nontrivial 
null space. We then use this condition to prove that K, > 0 for all r > 0 holds 
for a class of potentials which includes potentials of the type described above 
(and, of course, all nonnegative potentials). This is done in Sections 4 and 5 
which contain our main results. Section 3 is mostly technical. In Section 6. 
having developed all the necessary ingredients in the previous sections, WC 
simply apply results from [6] to our case. The notation used is explained in 
Section 2. we refer to [S] for details (see also [ 7, 8 1). 
The authors would like to thank Walter Strauss for suggesting the problem 
as well as for his help and interest. 
2. A BRIEF SUMMARY OF KNOWN RESULTS 
The notation introduced in this section will be used throughout. Let n be 
an odd integer n > 3. The inner product and norm of L’(R”) are denoted by 
(. 3 .I23 II . II21 respectively. All integrals in which no domain is specified are 
over all of R’“. All vector spaces are over c. 
Let H, = H,(R”) be the completion of CF(R”) in the norm /I@I~,~ =
IlV4ll* = <I .zk lPwxkl* w”*; H, can be continuously embedded in 
L&,(R’), hence its elements interpreted as functions. We set H = H,(F “) 0 
L2(R”); denote its elements by [f, ,f,], where f, E H,], fi E L 2. The inner 
product and norm of H will be denoted by (. . .). ]I . 1~; respectively. 
If u = u(x, t) solves the free wave equation 
q u=u,,-Au=0 
in IF?” x 8i, with initial values u(x, 0) = d(x), u,(.Y, 0) = v(x). where 0, w E 
CF(R”). we set 
~o(t)lY4 WI = la). u,(r) 1. 
Then {U,(f)} extends to a group of unitary operators in H; the generator iH,, 
is given by 
f = If,?f,l E Wf,) iff f,EH,,, ASEEL’ and fiEH,nL’. 
where Af, is computed in the sense of distributions . In this case. iH,,f =- 
If2,4f, I. 
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DEFINITION. We will say that q: R” + R satisfies (Ql) iff q E Lm(lR”), 
supp q is compact and there is a > 0 such that 
for all 4 E C~(lR”) (hence, for all 4 E HD). This condition restricts the size 
of q-= -min(q, 0); for example, if q E L”O(lR”), supp q is compact and 
r*llq-Ilm <%-2), h w ere r is the radius of a ball containing supp q-, then 
q satisfies (Ql). 
Given such a q, U(t)[@, ty] is defined for [#, w] E H by U(t)[#, w] = 
[u(l), u,(t)], where u solves the equation 
q u+qu=o in R”XR 
with initial data u(0) = 4, u,(O) = v. Equivalently, U(t) = eitH, where H = 
H, + V and V is the bounded operator in H defined by iVf= [0, -di] iff= 
[f,,fil E I-I. If forf= [f,,f2], g= [g,, g,], we define 
(. , .& is an inner product in H; the corresponding norm ]J . ]I4 is equivalent 
to the original norm of H. We write H, to denote H as a Hilbert space with 
this new inner product. In H,, {U(t)} is a group of unitary operators (hence 
H is self-adjoint in H,); in H, {U(t)) is uniformly bounded. 
The sets 04 for a E R, are introduced just as in [ 51: f E D”+ ifff E H and 
both components of U,(t)f vanish for Ix] < t + a, t > --a; U,(t)f E DY iff 
both components of U,(t)f vanish for ]x / < --t + a, t < a. We write D + in 
case a = 0; then 01 = U,,(M) D, for a E R. We refer to [5] for the 
properties of these sets which will be used without explicit reference in the 
sequel. We remark here that if q satisfies (Ql) and if supp q G {x I (xl < p), 
then UJt)f = U(l)ffor all t > 0 iff E D”+ , . the equality holds for all t < 0 if 
f E DP. (In general, p will denote the radius of a nonempty, open ball 
containing supp q; by translation invariance we may assume the ball has 
center at the origin). 
If q satisfies (Ql), we define the wave operators by 
w, = s-1;; U(-t) U&) 
in H; because of (Ql), W, are unitary from H to H,; they are invertible 
operators in H intertwining H, and H, 
w, UoW = w w, for all t E R. 
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The scattering operator is then defined by S = W; ’ W- ; its main properties 
are 
(i) S is unitary from H to H, 
(ii) S commutes with u,(t) for all t E IF, 
(iii) U,(-2~) S(D-) E Dp 
(where supp q s (1x1 <p}. 
W= IflJ2L whereflJ2 are in the Schwartz space 9 (R”), we define.? 
R xS”-‘+C by 
Z(u, w)= u(n-‘)‘2 ^ 
fi [a-l(UW) - if*@41 
for (u, w) E R X S”-‘; S”-’ is the unit sphere in RR” and 8 denotes the 
Fourier transform of $ defined by 
i(r) = (2n)-“I* [ eicx*“‘c$(x) dx. 
The map f -7 extends to a unitary map U: H -+L’(R x Sn-‘). We also 
write 7 for Uf, f E H and if T is an operator in H, we set F = U7’U ‘. The 
map U: f +Tprovides a spectral representation of H,; G7, is multiplication 
by cr. All integrals over S”- ’ are with the respect to the standard measure on 
Sn-‘; the inner product and norm of L2(R x S+‘) will be denoted by (. . .). 
// . //, respectively. We identify L*(R x ,S’-‘) and L*(iR,L’(S”-~‘)) in the 
usual way. If X is a Hilbert space, we write A+(X) for the space off E 
L2(R,X) such that there exists an analytic function (which we may also 
denote by f) in the upper half-plane {Im z > 0) with values in X, f(u) = 
lim,+, e f(u + iy) a.e. on R and sup Y>O Jz l]f(u + is)]]: da < 00. Similarly. 
we define A-(X) as the elements of L’(R, X) having analytic extensions to 
the lower half-plane, of bounded L*-norm over horizontal lines. In other 
words, A *(X) are just Hardy classes for the upper and lower half-planes. 
Then 
UD, =A +(L*(S”-I)), UD. =AJ,2(S”p’)). 
Given q satisfying (Ql), the properties of S listed above become 
(i’) J? is unitary on L2(R X S+‘); 
(ii’) ,$ commutes with multiplication by e”“, all t E PF,; 
(iii) e -2pioS(A_(L*(Sn~‘)))~A-(L2(S”~‘)). 
By the Foures-Segal theorem (cf. ]5]), there exists an analytic mapping 
z + Y(z) from the lower half-plane to bounded operators on L2(Sn-‘) such 
that 
/I T(z)ll < em20 ‘m(r) for all z with Im(z) < 0: 
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Y(u) = s-lim,,, + Y(o - iy) exists and is unitary a.e. on R and (Sh)(a) = 
Y’(a)h(a) for h E L*(lR x ,S’-l), u E R. We refer to {Y(e)) as the 
scattering matrix. For r > 0 we set 
K, = (-l)(“+l)‘*(3(-ir) -I&, 
where L: L2(Sn-r)~L2(Sn-‘) is defined by (La)(w) = a(-o) for u E 
I~*(S”-~), w E S”-‘. Obviously, L* = L, L* = I. 
We will also have to consider the “time reversal” operator J on H defined 
by Jlf13 fil = If, 3 -Al. Ob vious properties of J are .I* = J, J* = I, JU,(t) = 
U,(-t)J for all t E R and, given a potential q, JU(t) = U(-ty for all t E R. 
From the last two properties we obtain JW, = Wp J, JW- = W, J, hence 
JS=S-‘J=S*J, SJ= JS-’ = JS”. 
One also obtains JD, = D_, JD_ = D,. 
Finally, in studying even potentials, we will need the H-analogue of L, i.e., 
the operator 9: H --* H given by 9[f,, f,] = [fr”, f2”], where f ‘(x) = f(-x) 
for f a function on R”. Clearly 9 commutes with U,(t) for all I; it commutes 
with U(t) for all t if q is even. Thus, for even potentials, we get W, Y = 
9 w, ) SLY = 9s. 
3. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
We assume given a potential q satisfying (Ql). We want to obtain some 
formulas and other technical results involving the operators 
K, = (-l)(n+y~YpiqL -L), r > 0. 
We assume supp q G {x E R” ] Ix] < p}, p > 0. To state the basic result of 
this section (Proposition 1) some further notation is needed, to be used 
throughout this paper. For r > 0, set 
Q,=(r+iH))-((t+iH,)-‘:H+H. 
We denote by T the operator from L2(Sn-I) to H defined by 
PI-@)=-$&a for a E L2(Sn-I), u E iR. 
Remark. T is an isometry and Ta E D, for all a E L2(Snp’). This fact 
will be used repeatedly in the sequel. 
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PROPOSITION 1. Let ? > 0. Then 
K, = cT*U,(-p)JQ, u,@)T. (3.1) 
where J is the previously deJined “time reversal” operator and 
c = c(p, z) = +( 1 + T)’ eZ”’ 
is a positiue constant. 
We postpone the proof of Proposition 1. 
PROPOSITION 2. For every z > 0, K, is self-adjoint and compact. 
Proof. Let a, b E LZ(Sn-I). Then (in L’(S”- ‘)) (T*U,(-p) J(s + iH) ’ 
U,(p) Ta, b) = (a. T*U,(-p)J(r + iH)- ’ U,(p) Tb). In fact. this is 
equivalent to (in H), 
((7 - iH)-l JU,(p) Ta, U,,(p) Tb) = (JU,(p) Ta, (7 + iH) ’ U,(p) Tb). 
The last equality is clear, since H is self-adjoint in H,; the H and H, inner 
products coinciding in this case because U,(p) Tb E D”, (hence vanishes on 
supp s). The same equality holds, of course, with H replaced by H,,. Self- 
adjointness follows. Writing 
JQ,=(5-iiH,)-‘(iV)(?$iH)~’ 
one verifies easily that JQ,, hence K,, is compact. 
(3.2) 
PROPOSITION 3. Let 7 > 0, let a E L’(S” -‘) and let g = 1 g,. gzl = 
U,(p) Ta. Set J‘ = (5 + iH,)-’ g, F = (r + iH) -I g. Then 
(a) (K,a.a)=rc(p,s)(qF,,f,), where./-= If,,f21, F= IF,.F21. 
(b) U- u=F, -f,, then uEL’nH,, and (K,a. a) = 
7c(p~7)[(qf,,f,),-~!‘72juj2+jVu12+qI~12)d~~I. 
(cl &,a, a> 3 ~c(P, ~)l(qf, ?.f,h - (U72) lIdI llil. 
Proof: From the definition off, F, we have f. FE D(H) = D(H,) and 
(72 - A)f, = tg, - g2, (3.3) 
(T* -A + q) F, = rg, - gz. (3.4) 
fi=sl-?f~~ F, = g, ~ rF,. (3.5) 
Writing JQ, as in (3.2) and applying Proposition 1. we get 
@-,a, a> = C(P, r)(JQ, g, 8) = -4~~ t)W, y fd2. 
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Now use (3.5) to replacef, in the last expression; since g vanishes on supp q 
(because g = U,(p) Ta E D”+), the formula in (a) follows. Since P, , f, E H,, 
we have u = F, -f, E H,,; by (3.5) we also have ru = fi -F, E L*, thus 
u E L2 r‘l HD . Furthermore, 
(t’ -A + q)u = -qf, 
so that an integration by parts gives 
(3.6) 
The formula in (b) follows at once replacing F, by u + fi in (a). For (c), 
notice that 
I (t2JUJ2+)VUj2+qJUJ2)dx=JJF-fJj~. 
Now F-f = Q, g and we can write 
Q, = (t + iH)-‘(-iV)(z + iH,)-’ 
so that Q,g= (r + iH)-‘(--iV)f. Since H is self-adjoint in H, and (-iv)/= 
[0, gfl] we have 
Part (c) follows, proving the proposition. 
Remark. The formulas in Proposition 3a,b are the analogues to the 
formulas derived by Lax and Phillips in Section 2 of [6] in the case of an 
obstacle. Notice that no asymptotic properties of solutions of elliptic 
equations were used. 
PROPOSITION 4 (Monotonicity). Let q,, q2 be potentials satisfying (Ql), 
supported by { 1x1 < p}. For z > 0, denote by ICY’), KI;?’ the operator K, 
corresponding to ql, q2, respectively. If q,(x) < q*(x) for all x, then KY' < Ki" 
as operators in L2(Sn--I) for all z > 0. 
Proof. In view of Proposition 3(a), it suffices to prove for all t > 0, a E 
LZ(S”-I), 
(q,F:",fd, < W'!'),fJ2, (3.7) 
where F(j) = (s + iHj)-l U,(p) Ta, Hj = H, + iVj, iVj[$, w] = [0, -qj#] for 
j= 1, 2; and f = (t + iH,)-’ U,(p) Ta. Let g = U,(p) Ta and set v = 
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rg, - g,. Assume first ZI E L’(lR”). Using relations (3.3) and (3.4), (3.7) is 
equivalent to 
((r’ -A + q2)-l u, u)~ < ((z’ -A + q,)V’ u, u), (3.8) 
which is easily seen to hold for all v E L*. 
In general v 65 L2, v @ HD. We can, however, approximate g, in HI, by a 
sequence {$k} in Cr; g, in L2 by a sequence (v/~} in Cr. Setting ck = 
rijk - vk, we verify 
(qjFy’, f,), = !irnm (qj(r2 - A + qj)- ’ v~, (7’ - A) ’ ck)? 
forj = 1,2. Since (3.8) holds for v replaced by vk. (3.7) follows, proving the 
proposition. 
COROLLARY. Let q satisfy (Ql) and assume q > 0. Then K, > 0 in 
L2(Sn-‘) for all r > 0. 
ProoJ Immediate. 
Proof of Proposition 1. It suffices to prove 
ha. a> = C(P, r)VQ, ~,AP) Ta, U,(P) Ta) (3.9) 
for all a E L’(S”-I), 7 > 0. Letting a E L2(Sn-‘), r > 0, define 
F(z) = e-20iZ(l + iz))‘(P(z) La, a). 
for Im z < 0; it follows at once from the properties of the scattering matrix 
.v(.) that F(a) = lim,,,+F(o - iy) exists a.e. on R and FE A JC). By 
Cauchy’s formula, 
(3.9a) 
Using the easily verified fact that in spectral representation the operator J is 
given by 
JI g(a, w) -+ (-l)‘“+ “‘2 g(-a, -w), 
it is not hard to see that the integrand in (3.9a) is 
F(o)(u + ir>-’ = ST(o),&a), 
where f is defined as the element in H such that 
y(u) =&a. 
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Recalling the definition of F, spectral representation being unitary from H 
to L’(lR X Sn--I), (3.9a) proves 
(- 1)‘” + ““(Y(4) La, a) = - A?- (1 + r)(SJf, Ta). 
2G 
(3.10) 
We notice that 
f = 4 fi U,(2p)(I - iH,)(t + ifI,)- ’ Tu 
= -i fi (1 + z) U,(2p)(r + iHo)-’ Tu + i $ U,(2p) Tu 
and that (SJU,(2p) Tu, Tu) = 0. In fact, Tu E D, , thus JU,(2p) Ta E .lDy = 
D?. Since SDzp c D_ , -- the equality follows. Hence (3.10) implies 
C-1) h+ ‘)‘2(9’(-iz) La, a) = c(p, r)(SJU,,(2p)(r + iH,) ’ Tu, Tu), 
where c(p, 7) is as in the statement of the proposition. The last formula can 
be changed to 
C-1) (nt’)‘2(P’(-it) La, a) = c(p, 7)(47 + iH)-’ U&p) Ta, U,(p) Ta) 
(3.11) 
by carrying out the following steps. Use the time reversal properties of J and 
the commutativity of S and U, to rewrite the inner product as 
(SJ(7 + ifI,)-’ U,(p) Ta, U,(p) Ta). 
Then use (S’, g) = (W-f, W, g), valid for all f, g E H; W-J = JW, ; the 
intertwining property of W, and W, U,(p) Ta = U,,(p) Ta (since 
U,(p) Ta E DP,) to get (3.11) with the H, inner product instead of the H 
inner product. Finally, notice once more that V,(p) Ta E D”+ hence vanishes 
on supp q to replace the H, product by the one of H. 
If q 5 0, then everything is satisfied, with H = H,, Y(z) z 1. Thus (3.11) 
becomes 
(-l)(n+1)‘2(Lu, a) = c(p, 7)(J(7 + iHo)-’ U,(p) Ta, U,,(p) Ta). (3.12) 
Subtracting (3.12) from (3.11) gives (3.9), proving the proposition. 
We conclude this section with a formula for the function f appearing in 
Proposition 3. 
LEMMA 2. Let 7 > 0, p > 0 and ussumef = [f,, f,] E H satisfies 
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for all u E R; where a E L’(S”-I). Then 
(3.13) 
f;(x) = -Q-1 @> 
.for 1x1 6:. 
Proc$ Let & = (-l)(“’ “‘2; then 
f,(uw) = l -u-‘“+“‘2[&7, w) + $(-u, -w)]. 
lb 
(3.14) 
Let d E CF(W”), supp 4 E (1x1 < p}. By (3.14) and the Plancherel theorem, 
where k = (n - 3)/2. It suffices to calculate (3.15) assuming k = 0. then 
apply (-i(a/a~))~. For k = 0, the integral in (3.15) is 
Z(p)= (2*)-(“+‘@ I’ 
. ~nx,.j”- 
e id-(x.w) 
du a(w) 4(x) d,u dw. 
(t + ia)( 1 - iu) 
Since supp 4 s { 1x1 < p}, we can assume 1x1 < p in the last integral (hence 
/J - (x, w) > 0 for all w E Sn-‘) and the u-integral is easily calculated by 
residues. One gets 
Z(p) = (27r-(“-‘)‘2(1 + s))’ ewrp \ eT’“.W’a(ru) d(x) dx dw. 
-Rnx,y”-’ 
Applying (-i(a/8p))(n--3)‘2 proves the formula forf, . Since f = U,(p)(f IO ,,). 
the formula for f, follows by taking a further derivative with respect to p. 
proving the lemma. 
4. THE NULL SPACE OF K, 
We will characterize in this section the null spaces of the operators K, in 
the case of an even potential q; q(x) = q(-x) for all x E R”. These potentials 
play for us the role played by a spherically symmetric obstacle in [ 6 [. 
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Throughout this section we will thus assume that q satisfies (Ql) and is 
even; suppq c_ (1x1 <p}. Let a EL’(S”-‘), let r > 0 and set 
Our main theorem is 
r(x+‘)u(~) dw. (4.1) 
THEOREM 1. Assume q is continuous if n > 3. Then ~,a = 0 if and only 
if the solution v E L2 of 
(72 -A + s>w = qh (4.2) 
has compact support. 
The proof of this theorem will be obtained by a series of lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. K, commutes with L for every 5 > 0. 
Proof. Let 9: H + H be given by 
9If,(~>3f2(X)l = Lf,(-xLf2(-x)1* 
Since q is even, we have SF = Y’S. In spectral representation space, this 
translates as Y(a)L = LY( u a.e. on R hence Y(z)L = LY(z) for all ) 
Im z < 0. In particular, .Y(-ir)L = L.Y(-it) for all r > 0. The lemma 
follows. 
LEMMA 2. Let T > 0, a E L2(Sfl-‘) and definefE H by 
Thenf ED,. Zf [u(t), v(t)] = U,(t)f (the solution of the free wave equation 
with initial data f) then 
v(t) = 7u(t) in the double cone (1x1 < It]). 
Proof. It is immediate that f E D,. Let t # 0, let 4 E CF(lR”), supp 4 E 
(IxI<t}.Let~~H,besuchthatA~=-~;(~,g),=(9,g),forallgEH,. 
Then 
(ch(t)f, l0, 41) = Wo(t)f, IV7 01). (4.4) 
This proves v(t) = ru(t) for 1x1 < 1 tl; in fact, (4.4) asserts (v(t), #)2 = 
t(u(t), #)2. To prove (4.4), notice that 
[O, $]-(a, 0) = - “y’ &T, co), [I//, o]-(a, w) = “@g2 iw4 
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and that the difference D between the left-hand and right-hand sides of (4.3) 
is given by 
D = --&JT-; eitUu(np3)‘2 !i,, , ;(a~) a(w) dw du. 
Then fi = 6(-t). where 4 is the one-dimensional Fourier transform of 
@(a) = f &x0) a(w) dw. 
.S” I 
By the Paley-Wiener theorem, 4 extends to an entire function on Q” hence Q, 
extends to an entire function on G. The Paley-Wiener bound on 6 forces a 
similar one on @ implying supp 6 c I-t, t]; in particular 4(-t) = 0. This 
proves (4.4) and the lemma. 
Lemma 1 is, of course, only of interest in the cone {ix / < --t, t < 0 1: 
fED+ implies that u and u vanish in (1x1 < r, t > O}. We can explicitly 
evaluate [u(t), u(t)] in that cone, providing an alternative proof of Lemma 2. 
We need some of this explicit evaluation. 
LEMMA 3. Let r > 0, a E L2(Sn-I). Letf be given by (4.3) and let u(t) 
be the first component of U,(r)f. Then, for t > 0, 1x1 < t. 
-Ir 
u(x, -t) = -i(-ir)(“-3)/2(2=)-(~-2)‘2 L 
Jj lS” I e 
r(x.w)a(Lc)) do. 
The proof follows the lines of Lemma 2 of Section 3 and will be omitted. 
LEMMA 4. Let a E L2(Sn-‘) be real valued. Then K,a is real valuedfor 
all 5 > 0. 
Proof: This is a direct consequence of the fact that the scattering 
operator preserves real valued elements of H; i.e., elements If,, f2] withf, ,/i 
real valued. Due to this property (and SJ =.JS*) one gets: If f= If,, $>I. 
g = 1 g, , ig,] E H, where f, , f,, g, , g, are real valued, then (S., g) = (Sg, f). 
In spectral translation terms, this implies 
(a, Y-u)b) = (2 (u)b, a) a.e. on li’ 
whenever a, b E L*(S’-‘) are real valued. By analytic continuation, we 
conclude (.Y’-is)a, b) E R for all r > 0, if a, b are real valued. The lemma 
follows. 
LEMMA 5. Let r > 0, and let a E L*(S*-I). Then qa = 0 and only ij’ 
K,aj = 0 for j = 1, 2, 3, 4, where a = (a, + a,) + i(a, f a,), with a, ,.... a, 
real valued and La, = a,, La, = -a,, La, = a,, La, = -a,. 
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ProojI L preserves real elements and every b E L2(Sn-‘) can be written 
in the form b=b,+b,, where b, = j(1+ L)b, b, = +(I - L)b. Then 
Lb, = b,, Lb, = -b,. The lemma follows at once from Lemma 4 and 
lc,L = Llc,. 
We return to the function defined in Lemma 2. 
LEMMA 6. Let r > 0, a E L*(F-l) and let f = [f,,f2] E H be given by 
(4.3). As in Lemma 2, let [u(t), u(t)] = U,(t)fand define 
o,(t) = u(t) - (z’ -A + q)-l(qu(t)), (4.5) 
co*(t) = v(t) - (t2 -A + q)-‘(qu(t)). (4.6) 
Let w(t) = [WI(t), co*(t)]. Then 
(a) o(t) E Hfor all t E R, 
(b) o(t>=U(t-p)o(p)fort~p, w(t)=U(t+p)o(-p)fort~p 
(thus w1 solves Do, + qcol = Ofor It\ >p; co2 = oJ, 
(cl W-f= VP>O(-PI. 
Proof. For (a) notice that (t’ - A)(z* - A + q) - ’ is bounded from L2 to 
L*, while (r* -A)-’ maps L* into Hz; very much in particular into H, and 
into L*. Since qu(t) E L* (because supp q is compact), it is clear that 
o,(t)E H, for all t E R; similarly co*(t) EL* for all t E R. Notice that 
Lemma 2 implies qu(t) = zqu(t) for ) t( > p; this is the main reason why (b) is 
valid. For a somewhat informal proof, notice first that the previous remark 
gives 
wlt=uI-(T*-A+q)-1(qu)=v-r(z2-A+q)-’(q~)=co2, 
0 Ilt = u,, - r*(r* -A + q)-l(qu) 
for (t 1 >p. Writing 
and using the fact that u solves the wave equation, we get 
0 ,lI=Au-qu-(A-q)(.r2-A+q)-‘(qu)=(A-q)o,, 
for ( t I> p. This proves (b), if we could assume that all functions involved are 
sufficiently smooth. Since there is no reason for such an assumption (in fact, 
Lemma 2 implies that u(t) must have a discontinuity in its first derivatives 
for Ix]= t) extra work is needed. Let 4 E CF(lR”). The arguments given 
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above can then be used to prove: The function t + (u,(t), $), is in C’(Sg j 
with derivatives (a,(t), d)Z at all t; for ] t 1 > p it is also in C2 with 
$ (Q4WY 412 = (QJIW, (A - SW)2 
for all /t / > p. We omit the details. 
In view of the local energy decay for solutions of the free wave equation, 
one gets easily from (4.5) that 
Given that w(t) = U(t + p) w(-p) for t < -p, the equation IV f = 
U(p) co(-p) follows at once, proving (c) and concluding the proof of the 
lemma. 
We remark that in the same way as we obtained part (c) of Lemma 6. we 
can get W, f = U(-p) o(p). However, this is also a trivial consequence of 
S E D, (and is not needed). 
The next lemma, while purely technical, may explain why the functionfin 
Lemma 2 is useful to study the null space of K,. 
LEMMA I. Let z > 0, let a E L’(S”-‘), assume La = a or La = --a. 
Define f E H by (4.3). The following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) K,a = 0, 
(b) U,(-~P)[S-~I~ED-, 
Cc) (U-P) WV - U,,(-p1.L U,(p) g) = 0.k all g E D- . 
Proof: The equivalence of (b), (c) (for any fE H) is just a matter of 
manipulation. One uses that D- is the orthogonal complement of D, ; S 
disappears from inner products using (SF, G) = (W_ F, W, G& ; if g E D + 
then U,,(p) g E D$ so that W, U,,(p) g = U,(p) g. Furthermore, U,,(p) g 
vanishes on supp q, allowing us to switch back and forth between H and H,. 
Assuming that (b) holds, passing to spectral representation space. 
[<P”(U) -- I] f( IS must extend to an analytic function in the lower half-plane. )
In view of (4.3), this implies (Y(-iz) -1)a = 0, hence rc,a = 0 since 
a = *La. Conversely, if (a) holds, [Y(a) -I] J’(o) extends to a function 
analytic for Imz < 0; so does eezpiO [Y(a) -I] f(u). Since 
l/e- 2piZ.Y(z)Jl ,< 1 for all z with Im z < 0, it follows that 
e -2p’“[Y(o) -I] 3(u) E A -(L2(S”--‘)), 
proving (b). 
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We also need a few simple properties of solutions of elliptic equations and 
of the wave equation. For the sake of completeness we state them as lemmas 
and provide a proof. 
LEMMA 8. Let li/ E Y’(lR”), z > 0 and assume (5* --d)v is an L” 
function of compact support. Then v is a function and 
s”,p lXlk I y/(x)1 < 00 (4.7) 
for k = 0, 1, 2 ,... , 
ProoJ If g = (r2 - d)~, then v/ = F, * g, where 
P,(<) = (2x)-952 + I{\‘)-‘. 
Observing that xUFT E L”O(R”) for \a/ = c~i + ... + a,, < n - 1 (xa = 
x?‘... x;“), we get first that F, E L ‘(IR”). Thus w E L”(iR”). It thus suffices 
to prove (4.7) for large values of k. Using 
lxlk q 2+“yX - yjk t Iylk) 
we can “distribute” IxIk(FT * g) into a sum of two terms, (Ixlk F,) * g and 
F, * (1x1” g). The first term is in L” for k > n - 1 (since g E L ‘), the second 
term is in Lm for all k > 0 (since supp g is compact). The lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 9. Let u be a solution of the wave equation q u = 0 with initial 
data u(O) = f,, u,(O) = f2 offinite energy ([f, ,f,] E H) and such that 
s;Pblk I&(x>I < 003 j= 1,2, (4.8) 
for k=O, 1,2 ,.... Zf u vanishes in the double cone {)x 1 < ) t) - p, t > p) (some 
P > 0) thenf,, f2 are wwrted b {lxl< PI (P roviding a partial converse to 
the Huygens’ principle. The decay conditions (4.8) are, however, essential for 
the lemma to be true). 
Proof: We may assume f,, f2 E C”O(R”). In fact, otherwise we can 
replace u(t) by u(t) * $,, where 4, is in CF(R”) supported by (1x1 < E} and 
has integral 1 over Ri”. The initial data of the solution u * 4, are f, * #,, 
f2 * #, which are in C” and still satisfy (4.8). From a support point of view, 
the only change is that p gets replaced by p + E; the result follows letting 
E -+ 0. We may also assume f, = 0, since u can be replaced by u(x, t) f 
u(x, -t). Assuming thus fi = 0, f, = SE C”(R”), u is given by 
u(x, t)= +(27r)+” (~~)(“-3”2[t~~2~~., f(x+ tw)dm] 
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(cf., e.g., 121). The operator (( l/t)(~Y/at))‘“- I”’ can be removed after 
(n - 3)/2 integrations with respect to t, from 0 to t. Because of the factor of 
I”-’ all boundary terms at t = 0 are 0 and we conclude that 
(x5 t> --* -‘5,, I f(x + tw 1 do 
vanishes for 1x1 < t-p, t 2~. Another way of expressing this is by saying 
that f has zero integral over every sphere in IF?” containing the ball { j x 1 < p } 
in its interior. For a rapidly decreasing function, this implies supp f (; 
II-~1 <PI (see 13, Ch ap. I, Lemma 2.7) for a simple proof). The lemma is 
proved. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let 7 > 0. Let a E L’(S” ‘) and assume K,CI = 0. 
We want to see that the solution of (4.2) where h is given by (4.1). has 
compact support. From Lemma 5 it is clear that we may assume a is real 
valued, La = a or La = -a. 
Defmef by (4.3) and consider 
d = U,(-p)f- 0(-p) = U,(-p)f- U(-p) w f. 
where w is as in Lemma 6. We claim that, up to a constant nonzero factor. 
the first component 4, of 4 is the solution v of (4. I). (4.2). In fact. by (4.5 1. 
4, = (T2 -A + qj- ’ P-P) 
and the claim is established by noticing that qu(-p) = const. qh by 
Lemma 3. Thus it suffices to prove that supp 4, is compact. This will be 
achieved by proving 4 E 0;” fY D 1” and invoking Lemmas 8,9. That 
ti E D:” is immediate from Lemma 7(c). In fact, (c) states (p, U,(p) g) = 0 
for all g E D, and $ E U,(p) Dp = DII~ follows. To get @ E D; p will require 
some work. Let 
@(5)= I(7’-4w(o 
since (7’ - d) #, = -q#, = -qdl + qu(--p) has compact support, @ extends 
to an entire function on G”. From (4.5). (4.6). and Lemma 2, we get 
o2 = rd, , thus 
&A 0) = 
(.#n- I,/2 
\/2 (0 + jr)- ’ @(au). (4.9) 
Since 9 E D:“, hence J is analytic for Im z < 0, we get @(-isw) = 0 for all 
WE&!?” ‘. 
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The assumption La = +ta implies that 4, (and (t’ - A) $i) is either even or 
odd, hence @(-ire) = 0 implies @(ito) = 0. We can thus find a function 
b(z, cu), for z E C, w E S”-’ such that 
@(zo)= (72 + z')b(z,o) for all zEC, oE S”-‘. 
There is no difficulty in checking that b(z): o + b(z, o) is in LZ(Sn-‘) for all 
z E C and that b: C + L2(Snp1) is entire. Furthermore, b(o) is either real or 
purely imaginary valued for all u E R. This is a direct consequence of the 
assumption that a is real valued (together with La = +a) since b(o, w) = 
i,(ao) for (T E R. (The last equation proves ii has an entire extension 
to C for all o E S”- ‘, but this is still far away from 4, having an entire 
extension to C”, which would provide, via Paley-Wiener, a proof bypassing 
Lemmas 8 and 9.) We can now write 
Fe> = 
o("-l)/2 
fi (a-i7)QJ) for uE R. (4.10) 
Using once more (6 E D I~, hence e-OiO$E A _, thus 
I 
+U2 
sup emzyp Iu - iyi'-' Iu - iy - i7j* ]]b(u - iy)ll’du < oc), 
Y>O -cc 
where the expression (4.10) for $ has been used. Since b(z) is entire and 
either real or purely imaginary for z real, in the last integral we can change 
the three occurrences of -iy to +iy and conclude ePi”u’“-“‘2(u + i7) X 
b(u)EA+. Division by (a + is) preserves A + ; 7 is a constant, thus also 
ePi”u’“-“‘*(a - i7) b(u) E A + ; i.e., U,(p)$ E D, , proving 4 E 0;“. Thus 
[ U,(t)#] i is a solution of the free wave equation vanishing in the double cone 
(Ix] < (t] -p}. By Lemma 9, supp di c {lx] <p), if #i is rapidly decaying 
at co. By Lemma 8, using (7' -A) 4, = -@, + qu(--p), it suffices to see that 
q#,, qu(--p) E Lm(lR”). This is clear for qu(--p), since u(-p) E Cffl((]x] < p)) 
(by Lemma 3, e.g.). From general elliptic theory, 4, is at least as regular as q 
(since qu(-p) is no worse than q), so q#l E L”O is clear if q is continuous, 
which we assume when n > 3. In general, we can write 4, = F, * g, where 
g=-q#,+qu(--p)EL’ and F, is as in Lemma8. Since F,EL2 if n=3, 
we get @,EL O” in this case without additional hypotheses on q. This proves 
the only if part of the theorem. Conversely, let w E L2 be a solution of 
compact support of (4.2) with h given by (4. l), where a E L2(Sn- I). Once 
more, we may assume that La = a or La = --a. We must have supp w G 
((xl < p}. This again follows from general elliptic theory or by noticing that 
(7' + 151’) %I = .a0 
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where g= -qw + qh is supported (1x1 <p). Division by r’ + i<i” may 
destroy the entire character of 2, but it will not change the Paley-Wiener 
bound on g which is determined by the support of g. With u given by 
Lemma 2, o by Lemma 6, we get from Lemma 3 that qu(-p) = ce “‘qh. 
where c is a constant depending on r but not on p and hence 
f-4-P) W-f = 4-p) = U,(-p)f - ce ‘O( ty, ry J, 
where f is given by (4.3). Thus U(-p) W-f - I/,,(-p)f is orthogonal to any 
element of H vanishing for 1.x < p, in particular to U,(p) g for all g E D . . 
By Lemma 7 (c 3 a), we conclude ~,a = 0. The theorem is proved. 
Verifying precisely when a potential q satisfies that the solution of (4.1 ). 
(4.2) has compact support for a given r > 0, could be quite complicated. We 
state as Theorem 2 the consequences of Theorem 1 that we will be using in 
the sequel. 
THEOREM 2. Let q be an even potential satisfying (Ql) and assume that 
for everjl r > 0, every h E Cm(lR”) such that h f 0 and (5’ - A)h = 0, the 
solution w of (4.2) does not have compact support. Then K, has a trivial null 
space for every r > 0. 
Proof: Immediate from Theorem 1. Notice that if h is given by (4.1) then 
h = 0 implies a = 0. 
5. THE BASIC POTENTIALS 
We want to study potentials satisfying the conditions of Theorem 2; in 
particular we want to see that the class of these potentials is larger than the 
class of nonzero, nonnegative potentials. We begin by seeing it is at least as 
large, as well as establishing some generalities. 
LEMMA 1. Let q satisfy (Ql) (q not necessarils even); let r > 0, let 
h E Cm@?“) satisfy (r2 - A)h = 0; let I+Y E L2 be the solution of (4.2). 
(a) If supp v/ is compact then 
.[qvhdx= I’q(h/‘dx= j(;Vy/2+rl~l’+ql~)2)dx. 
i .’ 
(5.1) 
(b) If q > 0 and h # 0, then supp v is not compact. 
Proof: (a) Clearly w E H2(R”) and the equality between the first and 
last members of (5.1) follows by taking the L’-inner product of both 
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members of (4.2) with y (whether supp w is compact or not). From qy = 
qh - (z’ - A)iy we get 
(4% h>2 = GA h>2 - (CT2 - 4% h)2* 
The last inner product is zero if supp v/ is compact, since (7’ - d)h = 0. The 
equality of the first and second members of (5.1) is proved. 
(b) Assume q > 0 and supp v compact, so (5.1) holds. From q / tyhl< 
fq I/z\’ + fq 11~1~ and (5.1) we get 
1,1h12d=+ i 
Using (5.1) again, we conclude J‘ ((Vy112 
h = 0. The lemma is proved. 
lv42dx. 
+ t2 / y I’) = 0, hence li/ = 0, hence 
DEFINITION. We will say that q satisfies (Q2) iff q satisfies (Ql) and for 
all 7 > 0, all h E C”O(R”), h + 0, satisfying (7' - d)h = 0, the solution 
I,Y E L2 of (7' - A + q)ty = qh does not have compact support. 
Lemma 1 thus states that if q # 0, q > 0 and of compact support, then q 
satisfies (Q2) ((Ql) is automatic for such q’s). It is also clear that if q < 0, 
then (Ql) 3 (Q2). 
In fact, if q satisfies (Q 1) and is GO, then (5.1) cannot hold for h # 0; the 
last term of (5.1) is nonnegative, the middle one nonpositive. Theorem 2 of 
last section becomes: If q satisfies (Q2), then K, has trivial kernel for all 
7 > 0. 
LEMMA 2. Let r > 0, let h E C”(lR”) solve (r2 - A)h = 0. Then 
is a nondecreasing function of r E [0, m). 
Proof. Using Gauss’ divergence theorem and Ah = 7*/z, 
dt d is.-, I h(rw)12 dw = [ (7ZIh)2+(Vh12)dx>0. . Ixlcr 
The next lemma proves the existence of radial (hence even) potentials 
satisfying (Q2) and which are not entirely nonnegative (nor nonpositive). 
Other examples could be constructed along these lines; the radial potential 
can be negative in an annulus as long as this annulus is followed by another 
annulus in which the potential is positive and cancels, in a suitable sense, the 
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negative effect of the preceding annulus. It is in fact due to Lemma 2 that the 
behavior of the potential on the boundary of its support is most important. 
LEMMA 3. Let q,, q2 be nonnegative radial functions in L” (Ii;“) and 
assume 
suPPq*G 1lxlGJL suppq, cr (6</.ul <pi. 
where 0 < 6 < p. Assume also 
imf{q,(x)l6+r<ixl<p~II}>o (5.2) 
for all ‘1. 0 < rl < f(p - 6). Then there exists E” > 0 such that q,= q, -~ t:q> 
satisJies (Q2) for 0 < E < 6,. 
Proof: Assume no such F” > 0 exists. Since (Ql) does hold for F small 
enough. there will exist sequences (Ed}, {rk} of positive numbers. 
lim /i+a, .zk = 0; a sequence {hk} of nonzero functions Cil;(R”) such that 
(5; -d) h, = 0 and setting qk = q, - ckq2, the solution I+V~ E L’ of 
(5; -A + qk) ii/k = qkh, 
has compact support (k = 1, 2,...). We may assume qh satisfies (Ql) for all k. 
As remarked in the proof of Theorem 1 of Section 4, we will have supp vh c 
(1x1 <p} for all k. Since all qk are real valued, we may and will assume that 
h,, hence I,Y~. is real valued for all k. By (5.1) (or by Lemma 2) we see thar 
we must have 
1 q,h:dx > 0 
for all k: multiplying h,, I+Y~ by a constant we will assume 
/ q,h;dx= 1 (5.3) 
for all k. We claim there is C, for every r E 10. p) such that 
I h;dx< C, for k = i, 2,... . (5.4) . l.TI <r 
In fact, by Lemma 2 it suffices to uniformly bound the integrals of hf over 
a region {r - q < 1x1 < r), some (fixed) q > 0. Such a bound is immediately 
found, in view of (5.2) and our assumption (5.3). Obvious consequences of 
(5.4) and (5.3) are 
lim [ qkh: dx = 1 (5.5) 
k-c _ 
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and there exists a constant c such that 
.I lqkIh#px<c, J -1qkhk(2dx< c for k = 1, 2,... . (5.6) 
Since (5.1) holds for q = qk, tp = yk we get 
lim 
k-cc 
(JVwk12 + riv/i + CIkW:)dx= 1 (5.7) 
from (5.5). Since each qk satisfies (Ql), (5.7) implies that {rk} is bounded or 
lim k+oo v/k = 0 in L2. The latter is not possible, using (5.1) again together 
with (5.5) we must have 
ii% 1 qkhk yk dx = 1 (5.8) + 
contradicting lim,,, vk = 0 in view of (5.6). Thus {tk} remains bounded and 
we may assume (passing to a subsequence) that lim,,, rk = t, some r > 0. 
We now claim that {v/~} remains bounded in the HZ@“)-norm. In the first 
place, the L2-norms of {VV/~} remain bounded. This follows from (5.7); the 
only negative term in the expression in (5.7) is -ek ( q2 u/i dx; since supp vk 
remains fixed, this term can be bounded below by, say, -4 i / Vwk12 dx and 
the boundedness of (Vvk}follows. Since supp vk remains fixed, we conclude 
( vk} is bounded in L 2-norm. Finally, the equation 
A’Y, = ?? v/k + qkWk - ‘lkhk 
(in view also of (5.6)) proves {Avk} is bounded in L2; establishing the claim. 
Once more due to the supports of the ~//k)s being fixed, Rellich’s theorem 
allows us to assume (passing again to a subsequence) that {vk} converges in 
H’(IR”) to some w  E H’(IR”). From (5.7) we get 
i ((Q/l2 + r2y2 + q1 I/I’) dx = 1. (5.9) 
From (5.5), passing again to subsequences, we get: There is a measurable h: 
(1x1 <p}+R such that 
h = y-15 h, in L’({lxl <r}) + 
for all r, 0 < r < p. Passing once more to a subsequence, (5.6) allows us to 
assume that qkhk converges weakly in L’(lR”); it is not hard to see that the 
limit must be q1 h, at least in (1x1 < p}. Thus, by (5.8), 
! 
qlhiydx= 1. (5.10) 
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On the other hand, 
.I q,h’dx< 1. 
In fact. it suffices to see 
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(5.11) 
for all q > 0. On (6 + v < 1x1 <p-q}, q,hi has integral <l by (5.3) and 
(\/4, hk] converges weakly to fi h (by (5.21)); (5.12) follows. We now 
can proceed as in the proof of Lemma 1. Since 
(5.10) and (5.11) imply 
1 = [q,h2dx< /q,$dx. 
From (5.9) we now get Vy/ = 0, hence v/ = 0 (since li/ has compact support). 
However, ly # 0 (by (5.10), e.g.). A contradiction has been reached: the 
lemma is proved. 
In the process of proving Lemma 3, we saw that if we normalized the 
sequence (hk} by l q1 h, dx = 1, then {hk} became bounded in L2-norm on 
balls of radius <p; {qkhk} became bounded in L2-norm. Thus, we make the 
following: 
DEFINITION. A potential q satisfies (Q3) iff it satisfies (Q2) and there 
exists a constant C(q) > 0 such that 
II qh II: < W)W h), (5.13) 
for all h E P(R”) satisfying (r2 -d)h = 0 for some r > 0; then we have 
LEMMA 4. Let qE be defined as in Lemma 3. There exists co > 0 such 
that q, satisfies (Q3) for 0 < E < E,, . 
It is clear that all nonnegative potentials satisfy (Q3). 
We conclude the section applying some of these results to the operators 
K, = .V’(--ir)L -L; once more we assume the potentials are even. 
THEOREM 1. Let q be even, continuous if n > 3, and satisfy (Q3). Then 
~,>Oforall~>O. 
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Prooj We use (c) of Proposition 3. The function fi appearing there is 
described, for (x] < p, in 3.13 (Lemma 2 of that section). Since f, only 
appears multiplied by q, we may replace f, by the left-hand side of (3.13), 
which satisfies (r’ - d)h = 0. With C(q) given by (5.13), (c) of Proposition 3 
gives 
hence K, > 0 for t > \rc(q). Since K, is self-adjoint, compact and depends 
analytically on f, the theorem now follows from Theorem 2 of Section 4; 
such a family of operators cannot develop a negative eigenvalue without first 
having a zero eigenvalue (see, e.g., [4, Chap. VII]). 
6. EXISTENCE OF SCATTERING FREQUENCIES 
LEMMA 1. Let q f 0, satisfy (Ql) and assume K, > 0 for all 5 > 0. Then: 
(a> lim,,, (Ic,a, a) = Ofor all a E L2(Sn-‘). 
(b) If q is even, then 
lim sup (~~a, a) = 00 forall aEL’(S”-‘), a#O. 
T’cc 
Proof. Let a E L2(Snp1). We will use Proposition 3, thus let f, be as in 
that proposition. All that matters are the values off, for Jx] ,< p which are 
given by (3.13); obviously these values are bounded for r--f 0. By (b) of 
Proposition 3 we have 
since c(p, t) also remains bounded as r + 0; (a) follows. 
Assume q is even. We can then assume La = a or La = -a, since L and 
K, commute. Consider the analytic function 
z + (Y(z>a, a) + (Y(-F)a, a) 
for Im z < 0. The limit values for Im z + 0 of this function are bounded; the 
self-adjointness of K, implies that these values are real. (The assumption 
La = fa is used here.) Thus the function extends to an entire function. The 
values of this function on the imaginary axis, due to K, > 0, are either 
positive or negative. In either case, the failure of (b) to hold would imply the 
function is bounded on the imaginary axis. By Phragmen-Lindelof it would 
be bounded on the whole plane, hence a constant. Then r--t (K,a, a) is also 
constant; by (a) the only possible value is 0, thus a = 0 since K, > 0. 
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An immediate consequence is 
LEMMA 2. Let q # 0 be an even potential satisfying (Ql) and assume 
K, > 0 for all z > 0. For every r > 0, the self-adjoint operator 
K,L =(--1) cn-‘)‘z(,mY (-ir) - I) 
has an infinite number of positive and negative eigenvalues. 
Proof. The spaces {La = a}, {La = -a} are infinite dimensional. Notice 
that (K,La, a) is obviously positive in the first space, negative in the second 
space. The lemma follows since K,L is compact, self-adjoint. 
It is clear that the condition K, > 0 for all r > 0 can be relaxed in 
Lemma 2. However, the passage to noneven potentials could be lost. 
THEOREM 1. Let q be a potential satisfying (Q 1) and assume there exists 
an even potential qe satisfying (Q3), qe continuous if n > 3, such that q(x) > 
q,(x) for all x E R”. Then the scattering matrix corresponding to q has an 
infinite number of zeros on the imaginary axis, i.e.. there exists an infinite 
number of purely imaginary scattering frequencies in the upper half-plane. 
Proof. Let (K,}, (K:) be the operators associated with q, q’, respectively. 
By monotonicity (Proposition 4) and by Theorem 1, 0 < KT < K, for all 
r > 0. By Lemma 2, for each 7 > 0, K:L has a double infinite sequence of 
eigenvalues. By Theorem 4.4 in (61, so does K,L and, in fact, each eigen 
value of K,L is larger in absolute value than the corresponding eigenvalue 
Of K:L. 
(Theorem 4.4 in (61 applies with k, = K:, k, = K,: W = L. lt is essentially 
an algebraic result, uses only 0 < K: < K, ; L = L *, L2 = I.) 
The size relation between the eigenvalues of K,L, KZL, and Lemma 2 (or 
Lemma 1) implies: Let kk(r), ,u,Jr) denote the kth positive and the kth 
negative eigenvalue of K,L; then lim T -r0 /bk(r) = lim, +0 ~~(5) = 0: 
lim,,, n,(r) = co, lim,,, p,,(r) = -co. Thus for each k we can find rl. 
ok > 0 such that /l,(r,) = 1, ,~~(a& = -1. If k < j. then Ai > ik(7,) = 1. 
hence ri # 5/, . Similarly ui # uk if k # j. If (n + I)/2 is even, then 
(iu, 1 k = 1, 2,...} is an infinite sequence of scattering frequencies; if (n t 1 )!2 
is odd, such a sequence is given by (ir, / k = 1, 2.... }. 
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